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A Virtual Keyboard for your PSP (Dvorak Layout)

Hi All,

I've made a new version of the javascript keyboard, using Dvorak Layout
(for those who don't know who Dvorak is, i suggest you to go there : dvorak keyboard layout)

Here is a demo :
psp web keyboard

It is very usefull for me to make google search, or to enter URL in a more friendly manner

You can unzip the archive on your memory stick and then add a bookmark to the location such as
file:/psp/dvorak/index.html 

Here is the zip file : dvorak.zip

  Enjoy !              

                 Zx.

PS: For those who prefer Qwerty layout, here is the zip file : qwerty.zip

 Posted by zx-81 in Keyboard at 21:34

nice job! thanks for helping the homebrew community out!
http://www.qj.net/Virtual-Dvorak-keyboard-for-your-PSP/pg/49/aid/83547
    Ryan A. on Feb 20 2007, 21:20

Thanks for your encouragements 

Take care,               Zx
    zx-81 on Feb 20 2007, 21:27

Good work! I've made a version for UK users - you can grab the files here: http://www.yiu.co.uk/psp
    Chris on Jul  9 2007, 23:02

Excellent work, keep it up 

Cheers,          Zx
    zx-81 on Jul 10 2007, 21:56

I must be doing something really silly! I have stored the html file for the qwetry keyboard in my memory stick. I can link to the file and
the keyboard displays properly on my PSP screen. I assume that at this point I would simply highlight an appropriate letter or digit with
the arrow keys followed by the 'X' key and the letter/digit/sign would display on the address bar provided.  Unfortunately nothing
happens, nothing shows up on the address space! What am I doing wrong? Thank you very much for your help.
    M. Arif on Jan 27 2008, 08:13
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